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Fujiwara. It is the most graceful and symmetrical of
wooden buildings, with a central hall or body, and wings,
as of a great bird in flight; 'in delicacy of proportion and
refinement of composition it marks the ^ culmination of
Japanese architecture'.1 In the days of its splendour it
glowed with rich colour—fresco and lacquer and inlay of
mother-of-pearl and ivory. Turned later into a chapel, this
sumptuous and elegant villa now houses one of the great
Buddhist masterpieces of the eleventh century, the 'Amida'
of the sculptor Jocho, who like Eshin Sozu, expressed the
new pietism of the Paradise schools. Before him sculpture
had reached its climax, and had then for a time declined,
until this new and emotional cult called it into fresh activity,
and kept a large body of artisans at work.
While, then, the Normans were building their great
stone castles in France and England, the rulers of Japan
were dreaming in wood and lacquer, and long before the
first Gothic cathedrals Japan had built a Horiuji, a Yaku-
shiji, and a Todaiji. But this splendour, religious and
secular, cost the country dear; and the ambitious Fujiwara
remained in the saddle long after their usefulness had
ceased, and their virility had degenerated. The Court
became a 'mere nest of lovemaking, versifying and feasting',
and a passionate dilettantism craved novelty.
Like Fuhito in the early Nara Age the Fujiwara of
the end of this era, nearly four hundred years later, were
relatives and masters of their emperors. Michinaga (995-
1018) was not only all-powerful as Regent, but supplied
three empresses and several emperors from his immediate
family. Compared with these proud barons the poor
rulers cut a sorry figure—one dying in such poverty that
there was none to bury him, and all glad if they could
escape to some monastery and be left in peace. During
these centuries eight of the fifteen abdicated, and if one
ventured to assert himself he was put under the control of
some lordly abbot, himself often a soldier, who saw to it
that he occupied himself in piety or in harmless scholar-
1 R. A. Cram, Impressions of Japanese Architecture, p. 41.

